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The investigations of this paper are concerned with

integral equations containing nonlinear functionals whose

several terms may be exhibited as integral power terms in

the unknown continuous argument function u(s) and a given

function v(s), along with other known functions. An ex-

ample of a power term is the following:

1)°*1-1 v P(t )dt...dt
P I

The method of Erhard Schmidt is applied to a non-

linear integral equation of form

u(s) - X j K(s,t)u(t)dt = f(u;s)
a

where functional f(u;s) is an infinite series of nonlinear
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terms as described above and where u(s) vanishes with s.

The linear part with kernel XX(s,t) has null solutions

for one or more values of X. Solution of the integral

equation depends on the solution of a "branching equation".

The latter is an implicit algebraic equation of the form

F(z,P) = 0, where F(090) E 0 and F = 0 at the origin

while FO may or may not be zero there. Schmidt showed

that the multiplicity m of solutions of the integral

equation is equal to that of the branching equation. Here

solutions
z1

= f (p),..., z
m

f (p) of F(z,P) = 0 in
m

the vicinity of the origin are effected by the Puiseux

Polygon technique. Each fi(P) is a series of fractional

powers of p. Ultimately these series lead to the corres-

ponding solutions of the integral equation.

The Puiseux method is applied to several examples,

including the classical pendulum problem with two different

forcing functions.
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APPLICATION OF THE PUISEUX POLYGON TO THE SOLUTION
OF NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Classification of the varied types of nonlinear

integral equations is a complicated problem. Tricomi

[11] indicates two types which he feels are of foremost

importance:

equations in which either the integrand or the part

outside the integral sign or both depend nonlinearly on

the unknown function p(x), for example equations of the

form

j H[x,y;y(y)]dy = gx,y(x)];
a

equations which contain a truly nonlinear functional,

for instance the (second) integral power

bb
K(x,y,z)y(y)p(z)dydz.

a a

Equations of the first type are treated in consi-

derable detail in a paper by Hammerstein [5].

The second type, discussed in this paper, was pre-

sented by Erhard Schmidt [10] in 1908 where the expres-

hsions "integral power term of the mt degree" and "integ-

ral power form" are used in connection with the elements
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of the equation. More recently Schmeidler [8] studied

a class of equations of this type having a finite

number of terms to which he assigned the name "algebraic

integral equations".

Still more recently Fredrickson [4] successfully

applied Schmidt's theory to certain nonlinear integral

equations. She considered several classical problems:

the Pendulum, Duffing's equation and Chandrasekhar s

quadratic equation in the field of radiative transfer.

In all these cases explicit solutions were found which

compared favorably with results previously found by

iterative techniques.

The investigations of this thesis are based on two

basic ideas. First, Schmidt's theory is used to deter-

mine the branching equation. Second, solution of im-

plicit algebraic equations is developed along the lines

of the Puiseux Polygon. The polygon is then used to im-

plement the solution of the branching equation.

The type of nonlinear equation discussed here will

be such that a continuous function u(s) on a < s < b

shall be determined from an equation made up of the un-

known function and further given functions. These func-

tions will be assumed continuous on the interval

a < s < b or over the n+1 dimensional "cube"_
a < s, t tn b. The terms of the equation shall
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be combinations of these functions by means of the ope-

rations of integration and multiplication. One such

equation, for example, might be

(1.1) u(s) v(s) v(s) K (s,t)u2(t)dt
,a

jK (s,t)u(t)dt2a

where u(s) is the unknown function while

v(s),
K1

(s,t), K2 (s,t) and K3(S,t1,t2) are given

functions.

The nonlinear algebraic equation F(x,y) = 0

allows a unique solution y = f(x) in the neighborhood

of a solution when
Fy

0 and allows branching other-

wise. Analogous to this, the solvability of a nonlinear

integral equation of the type under discussion in the vi-

cinity of a regular solution depends upon a derived homo-

geneous linear integral equation. If this homogeneous

linear equation has no solutions other than zero, the

nonlinear integral equation is uniquely solvable in the

neighborhood of the hypothesized solution. If, however,

there exist non-trivial solutions, then functional
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branching occurs and the several solutions of the non-

linear problem may be obtained by using Puiseux's

method.



and

II. SCHMIDT THEORY

The following definitions and theorems are basic

in the development of Schmidt's method.

10. By an "integral power term of the mth de-

gree" of the continuous argument function u(s) is

meant an expression of the form

a bb b
u ( )1 jmj K(s,ti,w,t

a a a

a
u (t )"..0

where the-real or complex valued coefficient function K

is continuous for a < s t ...,t < b and

ao' a1, a denotes an arbitrary collection of in-

tegers which satisfy

a 4. aap = m
o

a
o
> 0

a1
>1, a > 1.

2°. The sum of a finite number of different inte-

gral power terms of the mth degree in u(s) is an "in-

tegral power form of the mth degree" and is represented

s,
by some such symbol as Wm(u), Pm(u) or Vm(u).

5

t )dt ..sdt
P
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The following are examples of integral power terms

of the third degree in u(s) and their sum would be an

integral power form of the third degree:

and

LI3(s u(s) j A(s,t
a

C(s,t1,t2)u(t )u2(t 2)dt dt . In like manner
1 2a

the integral power form for two argument functions is

given by a symbol such as Wmn(uv) which represents an

integral power form of the mth degree in u(s) and the

nth degree in v(s).

39. A function independent of u(s) may be re-

garded as an integral power term of the zeroth degree

in the argument function u(s).

49. The product of an integral power term of the

mth degree with one of the nth degree may be written as

an integral power term of the (m+n)th degree.

59. The nth power of an integral power term of

the mth .degree is one of the mnth degree.

.60. By a regularly convergent integral power

series 03( § ) of the argument functions u(s) anduv

v(s) is meant a series of the form

2 t)dt, B(s,flus(t)dt,
a



converges. In the latter series
IWImn represents the

integral power form wherein each coefficient function

(kernel) is replaced by the maximum of its absolute value

while u( s) and v(s) are replaced by 1. u
m

represents

the mth power of the maximum of the absolute value of u(s).

Consider now an integral power series

CP() = wmn(uv)
m=0 n=0

for a < s < b which converges regularly for ti < h and

V < k and let the term of zeroth degree W0 ( s) = 0.uv

We set ourselves the task of determining for a given v(s)

some function u(s) such that

(2.1)
GP(,:;) =

is satisfied identically in s. In considering the prob-

lem we are faced with the question of how many such func-

tions exist and how they may be constructed.

Co

VI
w (S

L mn `uvl
m=0 n=0

for which the majorant series

mn
mnu

v



By analogy to the inversion problem of ordinary

algebraic power series we first consider the form of the

1st degree in u(s) and 0th degree in v(s), i.e.

W' ( ) = A(s)u(s) Si) B(s,t)
lo uv

a

Assume that IA(s)1 > 0 for the whole interval of de-

finition. After division by A(s) we may write a new

W (uv) u(s) Co

Suppose that equation

(2.2) g(s) C(s t)g(t)dt = 0

s,t)u(t)dt.

)dt.

8

possesses solutions different from zero. According to

a fundamental theorem of Fredholm [10] the numbers of

linearly independent solutions of equation (2.2) and of

(2.3 f(t) - j C(s,t)f(s)ds = 0
a

are always finite and the same. Each not identically va-

nishing solution of (2.2) is called a null solution in

s of the linear kernel C(s,t) and each not identically

vanishing solution of (2.3) a null solution in t. It is

possible to form a complete system of linearly independ-

ent null solutions in s and t



g (s), g2(s), °°°,
g(s)

f (t), f (t), .0., fn(t)
2

such that all null solutions in are representable

in the form

(2.4) L Cg(s)
k=1

and similarly all null solutions in t in the form

(2.5) Ckfk(t)

k=1

where the
Ck

designate arbitrary constants. Set

(2.6) E(s,t) = C(s,t) +
P ( Nk(t)

k=1

where pk(s) and q(t) are real or complex valued

continuous functions. Further set

f (r)pAjk j j k(r)dr
a

(2.7)

Bjk = g.(r)q (r)dr.
j k

a

A necessary and sufficient condition that the

new kernel E(s,t) have no null solution is that the

two n-rowed determinantsAjk I and IBik I not vanish.

9
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For the nonlinear equation whose linear kernel has

no null solution, a unique solution of the equation may

be found. The case where null solutions exist is ana-

logous to a homogeneous set of algebraic equations with

vanishing Jacobian determinant. Here we have several

independent solutions (functional branching) and these

solutions may be found with the help of Puiseux's

Polygon.

In this section we make the hypothesis that the

number of linearly independent solutions of equation

(2.2) and hence also of equation (2.3) is equal to 1.

The totality of all null solutions in s of the linear

kernel C(s,t) is c gi(s) and the totality of all null

solutions in t is c f (t) where
c1

is an arbitrary

constant.

Designate by p (s) and q(-t) two continuous

functions chosen so that

then the new kernel E(s,t) has no null solutions and a

fa 1

(r)p1 (r)dr / 0,

(2.8)

g (r)q1 (r)dr /
a

0.

Set

(2.9) E(s,t) = C(s,t) pl(s)qi(t);
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resolvent kernel H(s t) can be determined. This H(s,t)

is such a function that the truth of

(2.10) g(s) - j E(s,t)g(t)dt = f(s)
a

is equivalent to that of

(2.11)

can be written

u(s) -

(2.13)

f( s) + j H(s,t)f(t)dt = g(s).

(

suv)

0
mn\

m+n>2

E(s,t)u(t)dt = -pi(s)

"
rs(S'sw ts\

o0uvi L mnuvi
m+n>2

(t)u(t)dt

Introducing the resolvent kernel H(s,t) and applying

equations (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain

(2.12)

a

The integral equation

ICP( UV
) C(s,t)u(t)dt + W (s

uv



(2.14)

u(s) = -p (s)- H(s t)pi(t)dt
-

If we write

(S )
mn'uvi

s r
- 01 u j(v )- H(s,t)wo

uv)dt]

,b

[- lumn(u
H(s,i

'am+n>2

-JD

H(St)W )dt E P ( s)
mn v mn uv

'a

a

q1(t)u(t)dt
a 4

and write P (3) in place of P ( S) equation (2.14)v uv

is then equivalent to the system of equations

u(s) =
p1

(s) H(s,t)p (t)dt z
-

.a

(2.15)

P1()
(S) p S

l`vi mnuv)9
m+n>2

with

(2.16) z = ql(t)u(t)dt.

If in equation (2.15) we substitute for u(s)

12

V w (t )dt-omn uv
m+ n>2



(2.20)

If we write

(2.21)

u(s) =

m+n>1

k=1
sv)

z = z
JI

q (t)Vm(t)dt
a

n v

(t)VI()dt Lm, m =

then the constants
L1 -

L2- , are independent of

13

(2.17)

where

(2.18) Wk (z) zm Vm "
m, n=0

n v

m+n=k

the solution of (2.15) becomes

(2.19) u(s) = - zmVm(s)
n v

m+n>1

Here Vm (s) designates an integral power form of the
n v

nth degree in v(s); the integral power series (2.19)

considered as an integral power series in v(s) and z

converges absolutely for suitably chosen bounds on

v, u and I zl
On multiplying equation (2.19) by ql(s)ds and

integrating over the interval [a.,b] we obtain



v(s) and equation (2.20) takes the form

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

\?7° cc) JD
q (t)vm(t)dtn v

m=0 n=1
a

where the second sum can be considered as a regularly

convergent integral power series in v(s) and z which

vanishes with identically vanishing v(s).

We will now prove that Li = 1. According to

equation (2.21)

q1
(t)Vio*dt

and by equations (2.15) and (2.19)

= -pi(s) - j H(s,t)pl(t)dt.
a

14

Since

C(s,t)

(2.25)

or

g1( ) designates

we have

0 =

= g1(s) -

a null solution in

g1(s) - j C(s,t)gi(t)dt
a

j E(s,t)gi(t)dt p1(
a a

s

(t)gi(t)dt

g1(s)
- E(s,t)gi(t)dt = -pi(s)j qi(t)gi(t)dt.

a



On introducing the resolvent kernel we have

(2.26)

or

g1(s) = (-p (s) - j H(s,t)131(t)dt1
a

hence
rb

g/(s) =v(s) j qi(t)gi(t)dt.
a

Multiplying (2.26) by ql(s)ds and integrating over

[a,b] we have

j q (s)g (s)ds = j V1(a)q (s)ds
a aov

j q1( )gi(s)ds =L1 j (t)gi(t)dt .

a a

Since the integral cannot vanish, L = 1. Equation

(2.1) CP(s ) = 0.uv

15

(t)gi(t)dt

q (t)gi(t)dt

where the second sum vanishes for identically vanishing

v(s).

Each root of equation (2.27) when substituted in

equation (2.19) will yield a solution of

Equation (2.27) will be called the branching equation of

our problem. The technique for solving the branching

equation is developed in Chapter III.

(2.22) then becomes

00 00
,b

(2.27) 0= m + zm j (t)Vm(t)dt
n v

m=2 m=0 n=1 a



vanish.

III. PUISEUX POLYGON TECHNIQUE

Newton [2] and Puiseux [7] developed a geomet-

rical method for solving certain algebraic functional

relationships of the form

(3.1) F(x,y) = 0.

Corresponding to a given range of real values of x,

equation (3.1) defines a set of values of y. In par-

ticular let F(0,0) = 0 and denote the totality of

values of y corresponding to a given range of values

of x in the vicinity of the origin by

(3.2) Y = f(x).

In what follows we assume that equation (3.1)

contains (as long as x and y are not assigned spe-

cific values) no factor involving x alone or y alone.

We also suppose that so long as x is not assigned the

equation for y is irreducible, that is to say, it has

no root in common with any equation of lower degree in

y whose coefficients are integral functions of x.

Assume further that at the origin we have a mul-

tiple point of the nth order, that is, y = 0 is an

n-tuple value of y corresponding to x = 0. This im-

pliesF (0,0) = 0 while
Fx(0,0)

may or may not

16



(3.3)

Consider the algebraic equation

F(x,y) = Ano
n + L Aapyax = 0, Ano # 07

aP

where the A's are real numbers and if p = 0, a > n+1.

Assume also existence of a power of x which is not

multiplied by a power of y.

Put y = vx11 and seek to determine a positive

value of 11, such that the resulting v( x) does not

vanish for x = 0. We now have

F(x,vx1-1)= 0A vaxlia+P
= Anovnxr4I aP

aP

or

(3.4) F(x,vx11) =Ap vaxila+P = 0u

a3

where when p = 0, a > n.

Let m be the degree of the term of lowest de-

gree in x after this substitution. We wish to deter-

mine II so that there will be at least two terms of

a li+P a u,a +5
1 1 1degree m, A v xa and such thatAaP

a1p1
1.) x 9

rn = Ila+P = Ilal +P 1

and for every other term

A080 x we have Ile + pfl > p.a + p

To determine a value of 11, which satisfies these
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conditions we resort to a geometrical representation de-

veloped by Puiseux [7]. Trace in the plane two rectan-

gular coordinate axes Oa and op and plot the points

("degree points") whose coordinates are the exponents

(a,P) of the terms of equation (3.3). (See Fig.1.)

Fig. 1

To the terms independent of x correspond the points on

the Oa axis, the first such term being represented by the

point (n,0).

Cqnsider a horizontal ray with the right end point

at (n,0) and rotate the ray clockwise about this point

until it first strikes a single degree point or a

collinear set of such points. This determines the first

side. If the ray now passes through more than two degree
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points, the one farthest from the center of rotation be-

comes the next vertex, say
(a1,p1).

Now with (a ,p )

as a vertex rotate in the same sense until a new vertex

is met. We continue this operation until we obtain a

segment passing through the first point (o,r) of the

network situated on the op axis. At this point we

have a polygonal line with end points on the Oa and

op axes. The operation may be continued until the last

segment terminates at (n o). We have now constructed a

closed convex figure, the Puiseux Polygon. All of the

degree points of equation (3.3) lie on the segments or

inside the region bounded by them. It may happen that

the polygon is degenerate, consisting of a single line

segment from (n,o) to (o,r). As will be apparent later

this in no way detracts from its efficiency.

If through any degree point (a,P) whatsoever we

pass a line A of slope-u, where 1.L is a positive num-

ber, the equation of this line will be given by

Y - p =

The intercepts of this line on the Y-axis (op axis) will

be Ila+P. This, however, i the degree in x of the term

APyaxP
as a result of the substitution y = vx11 in equa-a

tion (3.3). Now if through each plotted point in the a0P

plane we take lines parallel to A, having the slope-11,
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the op intercept of each of these lines will give the

degree in x assumed by the various terms of equation

(3.4). Hence the term of lowest degree in x corresponds

to that point (a,P) situated on that line C whose op

intercept is smallest.

We now look to the Puiseux Polygon for a solution

of our earlier problem, that of determining p, so that

there are at least two terms in x of lowest degree m.

Actually we use only the polygonal line starting

at (n,o) and continuing clockwise to (o,r). Clearly,

the slope, changed in sign, of each of these segments

furnishes an appropriate value for 11. Any of these seg-

ments of slope-p, gives for any point (a,P) there on

a degree of in x while every other degree point,

say (a",P"), in the plane lies above the chosen segment

extended and hence its degree in x is Ile pu > [la p.

The several terms of equation (3.3) corresponding

to the degree points on a single line segment referred

to above constitute what will be called an "effective set"

for a particular value of 11,.

Referring to Fig. 1, consider the segment Ci from

(al,P1) to (a2,132). Let (a,P) represent any degree

point interior to C1. Let (a',P') be any degree

point lying above Cl. Equation (3.3) can be rearranged



to read
a 3 a 5

p 2(3.5) F(x,y) = Aa 9 x
' 1

-I- A aaPy x +
a

y x 2

11 aP
22

a+ Aa, ,y = 0.
a
'13'

be the slope of side Ci. We have

Pi ' lia+P = Ila2+P2

and

and obtain

From this we obtain

_ P-Pi _
a -a a -a

1 2

where the fraction 2 is reduced to lowest terms. Thus

we have

P,

a - a =
1

y =

k1 q

- a2 = k p

21

k and
k1

being whole numbers. We now substitute in

equation (3.5)

Let

and



a1qa1+01
(3.6) F(, = Aa p V X

1 1

Aa5va7c1cc+PP

aP

qa2+02
4- A V X

a

(3.7)

(3.9)

a

V 20(v) = 0

2132

Acc434vcC7cia'413V = 0.

vp v

Since

qa, + PP = qa = qa2 + 02

and

qa, + p1 qa + pp

qa1+01we divide by 7 and obtain

q(a'-a )+ID(pv-p )
va 7-a,p2

aq5,
(

or

a2
(3.8) V CO (7,v) --- 0

where T(7,v) is an integral function of x and V.

For 7 = 0 equation (3.8) reduces to

cc2

AccP
va Aa p v

2 2

22

,.__ 0

which yields al- a2 finite roots different from zero.



Each of these will determine a solution of the form

q/Pvx , the quantity v tending toward a non-zero limit

when x 0. Thus the segment Ci of the polygonal

line furnishes a1-a2 roots of the same degree q/p.

Proceeding in the same way with each side of the poly-

gonal line, we obtain a total of n roots,

(n-a1)
-a2) + + (an-0) = n.

Thus, one finds the n roots of equation (3.3) valid

in the neighborhood of the origin.

Consider now in particular the roots of degree

q/p which arise from the equation

2
(3.10) 0(N) = Aa R V

1 2 -1-
aPv

+ A = 0.

1r1 a2P2

All exponents in this polynomial are multiples of p

since a1-
a2

= k p, a - a = kp and as a result

a - a2 = (k1 k)p. Thus equation (3.10) becomes

k p (k1 -k)p
0(v) = A, R v 1 + AVaP- +A. = 0

a 8-1'1 22
aP

Where if we make the substitution vP = X, we have,

(3.11) 11(X) = Aa 8 X 1

Let X be a simple root of equation (3.11) and

v ,v2, v be the p roots of equation VP = X,

23

k -k

Aar, + Aa 8
= 0.

2' 2
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arranged in an order such that the complex arguments form

an arithmetic progression with a difference of 221 .

These roots are simple roots of the equation T( v) = 0;

consequently for a value of 7 in the neighborhood of

zero, equation (3.8) will have p roots in the vicinity

of zero which are analytic about 7 = 0. Let v ,

v2 4- Iv v be the p roots with

zero.

444, 1 approaching zero as x tends towards

Equation (3.5) yields the p roots

(v1
n )xcl/P, (v +fl )xcl/P, and these p roots

P P

permute themselves about the origin. Suppose the root

of equation (3.8) which reduces to vl be developed into

a Taylor series in powers of 7

v = v ax b 2 +
1

Then the formula

q+1
1/10)q+2y = v (xl/P) a(xl/P) bkx -1

1/owhere one gives to x its p values, represents the

p values of y which permute themselves circularly

about the origin. Thus to every simple root of equation

(3.11) there corresponds a circular system of p roots.

If equation (3.11) has ki simple roots then the side C1
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of the polygonal line will furnish k1 circular systems

of p roots each.

Next, suppose that equation (3.11) has a multiple

root X of order '. Let vi be a root of

VP = X

then
v1

will be a multiple root of order of

0(v) = 0.

When -4- 0, equation (3.8) has n roots in the neigh-

borhood of v . In order to separate these roots, we

will let v = vi v', in effect translating the point

V1 to the origin. This gives the new equation

(3.12) F = 0

having a multiplicity of order n' at 7 = 0 = 0.

Hence equation (3.12) may be treated in the same manner

as equation (3.3). This being done the n' values of

v' can be arranged in circular systems. Let

'4-1
= w (71/1)q' a(71/)qP'

be one of these circular systems of p' roots. The

equation for y will give the root

, co

y = 7q(v = 7giv w (7.(1/P2 ]

1 1

Or

v (xl/PP'
)

w (xl/PW)ciPt+cly
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We have a series development in increasing powers of

xl/PP' which assumes pp' different values about the

origin. Consequently it represents a circular system of

pp' roots.

Frequently we are interested only in obtaining

real roots of our equation. Should this be the case

Dieudonne [3] has indicated a simple method of deter-

mining whether the roots are real or complex. If the

equation 0(v) = 0 has only simple roots, then we ob-

tain real solutions for real values of v and complex

solutions for complex values of v. On the other hand

if 0(v) = 0 has multiple roots, the existence of real

roots can be established before translating the multiple

point to the origin.

Consider again equation (3.8)

a

v:D(v) 4. 77(7,v) = 0

and suppose that 0(v) = 0 has a multiple root vo of

multiplicity 1. Equation (3.8) can then be written in

the form

(3.13) (V-v0)n = 7XG(7 v) > 0

where G(7,v) represents a rational function approaching

a limit L 0 when 7 approaches zero through positive

values and v v. Then if L > 0 and n is even, we

will have the two real roots



v-v = 7)'/1 [G(7,v)]0

in addition to the 1-2 complex roots. However, if

L < 0 and n even, we will have only complex roots.

If n is odd, we will have one real root

v _ v = 7°1 [G(Tc,v)]1/r1

regardless of the sign of L, and n-1 complex roots.

By establishing the value of the limit L and testing

the multiple roots occuring in 0(v) = 0, we can avoid

calculating the imaginary roots in those cases where

they are not wanted.

Newton [2] developed a most useful technique of

successive approximations to the expansion of functions

in conjunction with the polygon. Consider an "effective

set" of points lying on a line segment A; and for pur-

pose of illustration let ym xn be a factor of the

set of terms thus selected, repeated, say E times, so

that the whole set is Ti(x,y)(ym-xn). Next move A

parallel to itself until it meets a term or set of

terms T2(x,y). Repeat until it meets a set T8(x,y)

and so on.

We may now arrange the given equation in the fol-

lowing order after division by pi(x,y)

27
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m T (x,Y) T (x$,Y)n 2
(y -x )

Ti(x,Y) T/(x,Y)
a = 0

28

or

(3.14) (Y n) + *2(x9Y) + *3(x,y) + = O.

By the properties of the diagram, when y = xn/m,

cp2(x,y), cp3(x,Y), are in ascending order as regards

the degree in x, and this is also true of the *'s.

Clearly, to a first approximation in the neigh-

borhood of the origin, y = xn/m. To obtain a second

approximation we neglect * *4, '** and substitute

in * the value of y as determined in the first
2

approximation. To find a third approximation neglect

*4, substitute in *2 the value of y given by

the second approximation and in
3

the value of y

given by the first approximation. Continue in this

manner by successive steps to any degree of approxima-

tion.
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IV. AN ALGEBRAIC EXAMPLE

Let us examine a specific algebraic example to

illustrate the operation of the Puiseux technique.

Consider the implicit algebraic equation

(4.1) F(x,y) = y10_y8x4.2y7x24.3y6x3_8y5x4

4y4x5+4yxl°4-12x12 4.,14xio+y7x7 = 0

where the first two terms form an effective set corre-

sponding to line C1 in Fig. 2. The second through

the sixth terms are represented by line 02, the sixth

and seventh by line C3 and the seventh and eighth

terms by line 04. From the equation and also the dia-

gram we see that y = 0 is a multiple point of the 10th

order corresponding to x = 0.

For line C = 16'; let y = vx1/2 =

where 72 = x. Equation (4.1) becomes

(4.2) F(? 7) = vi 071 v871 0 4- 2v7-x1 1

3v671 2 _ 851 8 4v4T(1 4

4v-X-21 + 12-X24 v4724 v771
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5 10
Fig. 2

Divide by 3po:

(4.3) vl +-;(2v7-1-30-8v52-1-4v4;.8

4.4vvo+12-i13+v4713+v7i3) = 0.

For 0 we have

v8(v21) = 0. Hence

.(4.4) 0(v) = v21 = 0,

consequently v = 1 so that we have

1
= 1

and

V2 = -1+12'



where II

To find values of v valid in the neighborhood

of 7 = 0 we take equation (4.3) and expand v in

Taylor's series in powers of '7( about the points (0,1)

(4.1) becomes

(4.5)

17 12 0 with x 0.

1/2 3/2y2 - -X - X 3x

These two series for y represent a circular

system about the_origin, the complex arguments of the

roots differing by r radians.

For line
C2,

i = 1; let y = vx. Equation

4v4x9.1.v10x10.1.41)-11x +12)(12

v4x144.v7x14 = 0.

31

and (0,-1).

and

First we find

= -7 - 3-5C2

= -x+3237(2 .40
2

Hence

and

1
1 - 372 +

whence

V2 = -1 - 7 -I- 372 ***

and

Y =
1 2- x - 3x3/2 +

F(x,vx) = -v8 x9-1-2v7 9+3v6x9-8v5 9



Divide by x9:

(4.6)

-v84,2v7+3v6-8v5+4v +x( 4+4vx

+12x2 i.v4x4i.v7x4) = 0.

For x = 0 we have

( 4-2v8-3v2+8v-4) = 0. Hence

(4.7) 0(v) = (v-2)(v+2)(v-1)2 = 0,

therefore v = +2 and doubly v = 1.

Consider first the two simple roots

v =
3 2+/.13

and

= -2+714
2

where 1_ 1 -+ 0 with x 0. These roots form a cycle
3 4

whose complex arguments differ by Tr radians. Here we

will use the simplified method of successive approxima-

tions as developed by Newton to find the four roots.

Consider the set of five terms from equation

(4.1) which give rise to line 02 of Fig. 2 and write

them as follows:

4(y4_2y3x_3y2x2.1.8yx3 -4)(4) '" = 0

or

(4.8) -xy4.(y-2x)(y+2x)(y-x)2 = 0.

Now with the factor y.-2x in mind rewrite

32
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equation (4.1) in the form suggested by equation (3.14)

ylo
(4.9) (y-2x) + + = 0.

-xy4(y+2x)(y-x)2

Clearly, for a first approximation we have

(4.10) Y = 2x.

For a second approximation replace y in the second term

of (4.9) by its value from (4.10). This gives

(y-2x).-16x2 + = 0

whence the second approximation may be written

ys = 2x+16x2

Since the root y4 differs from ys in argument

by r radians, we may write

y4 = -2x+16x2 .

To illustrate Dieudonne's method of determining

which, if any, multiple roots are real we consider the

factor (v-1)2 from equation (4.7). We rewrite equation

(4.6)in the form (3.13) indicated by Dieudonn,

(v_1)2 = x v4+4vx+12x2+v4x4-v7x4
v4(v+2)(v-2)

where the coefficient of x is G(x,v). As (x,v)-).(0,1)

1
G(x,v) - . Since this limit is negative and v = 1

is a root of even order, we can expect two complex roots

from this value of v.
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In determining this double root the practical

usefulness of successive approximations becomes evident.

Ordinarily in separating these two branches it is neces-

sary in equation (4.6) to replace v by v'+1, in ef-

fect translating the point (0,1) to the origin. A

new Puiseux Polygon is constructed for the transformed

equation which is then used in determining the two roots

at the origin. However, the method of successive approxi-

mations for the factor (y-x)2 of equation (4.8) imme-

diately gives y = x as a first approximation to both

roots. For a second approximation we use

(y-x)2 + 0 .

-xy4(y+2x)(y-2x)

Replacing y in the second term by its first approxi-

mation, x, we have

(Y- )2 4. .x3 =
3

Hence, the second approximations become

x3/2i= x+

and

3/2.
X

y6
= X

Nr-j

For line
Cs'

= 5/3. Using successive approx-

imations regroup the terms of equation (4.1) as follows:

4y4 5+4yx1°+12x12-8y5x4+3y6x2 + = 0.



Dividing by 4x5 gives

+PY,(y3+x5) + 3x7 2Y4

4x2

A first approximation gives

5/3y = -x

For a second approximation we take

f 5\ 3x?ky-+x ) + =

replacing y in the second term by its first approxima-

5tion 3This gives

y3 + x5 - 3x16/3 = 0

or

Y = -x5/3(1-3x1/3)1/3

Since this represents three roots of a cycle of

order 3 we have, where w represents one of the imaginary

cube roots of unity, the following:

= -x5/3(1-x1/3),

= _(wx1/3)5(1_wx1/3)

y = -(w2x1/3)5(1-w2x1/3
9

For line
C4,

= 2. Regroup the terms of equa-

tion (4.1) as follows:

4yx10+12x12+4y4x5-8y5x4 + = 0.

5/3 1/3X (1-x ).

35
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Dividing by 4x1° gives

(y+3x2)
2Y5x5 xe

A first approximation gives

y =-3x2.

For a second approximation we take

(y+3x2) It = 0,
x5

replacing y in the second term by its first approxi-

mation -3x2. This gives

y = -3x2 - 81x3.
o

We have now determined, to second order approxi-

mations, the ten roots of (4.1) which lie at the origin.

They fall into four groups of 2,4,3 and 1 roots respec-

tively. Of these roots, six are real. Further accuracy

can be obtained by continuing with Newton's process; the

work could no doubt be programmed for an electronic com-

puter.

36
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V. APPLICATIONS

Consider a nonlinear integral equation similar

(1.1) and suppose it has a term of the form

fc (s,t)u(t)Pv(t)dt where u(t) is the unknown func-
a

tion while Cl(s,t) and Pv(t) are given functions.

Although this is a power term of second degree in u

and v we can rewrite it f C"(s,t)u(t)dt. This is
a

possible since Pv(t) is a known function which can be

incorporated with the given kernel C°(s,t) producing

a new kernel C"(s,t). This power term may now be com-

bined with any other first degree power term of the form

f C(s t)u(t)dt to give K(s,t)u(t)dt. Similar action
a a

will be taken with integrals of higher degree in u(t)

which contain pv(t) in the integrand. Hence we can

write the nonlinear integral equation in one unknown ar-

gument function u(s) in the form

37



(5.1) u(s)

38

j K(s,t)u(t)dt =
( ) j c (s,t)u2(t)dt

a a

1..) siD

+ I (s'
ua, aC2ti (ti)u(t ) tidt2

where the omitted power terms are of degree higher than

the second. Pv(s) is a known function of s and the

coefficient functions K and the C's are given integ-

rable functions of the indicated variables. We will fur-

ther assume that u(s) and v(s) vanish for vanishing

Equation (5.1) may be written in abreviated nota-

tion as

(5.1') u(s)-Ku(t) = ( )4Clu2(t) C2u(ti)u(t2)4.....

Assume the linear kernel K to have a single null

(equations (2.10) and (2.11)), equation (5.3) becomes

solution. We can then construct a kernel

(5.2) E(s,t) = K(s,t)4p(s)g(t) which has no null

solutions (see Chapter II). Replace K by (5.2) in

(5.1') and we have

.b

(5.3) u( )-Eu(t) = -p(s)j q(t)u(t)dt Pv(s)
a

-17 C u2(t)+C2u(ti) (t2)

Let z = q(t)u(t)dt. Construct the resolvent
a

kernel H(s,t) for E(s,t). By a theorem of Fredholm's



(5.4) ) = E-p(s)z+Pv(s)j + H[-p(t) +Pv(t)]

Hiu2(t) + H2u(t1)u(t2) +

where the new operators H and H2
are given by

H = C + HC
1

(5.5)

H = C +HC2 2 2

Let u = W1 + W2 in 5.4) and

we have

(5.6) W +W2 = [-p(s)z+Pv(s)]+FIE-p(t)z+Pv(t)]

+ H1N11(t1)+w2(t1)J2

+ H2f[Wi(t1)+W2(t1)][W1(t2)+W2(t2)])

Equating power forms of like degree in (5.6) we

get

W = -[p(s)+Hp(t)]z + Ev(s)+Hv(t)13

(5.7) W2= 1-11W(t)+H2W1(ti)W1(t2)

W3= 21-11W1(t)W2(t)+H2[W (t1)W2(t2)+W2(
1

a)].

We can now write

(5.8) u(s) = -[p(s)+HP(t)]z+[ (s)+Hv(t)D
+ H1W1(t) + H2W1 (ti )W1 (t )
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Multiply equation (5.8) by q(s)ds and integrate
JD

over [a,b]. The left member becomes q(s)u(s)ds E

and on the right an identical term along with a p term

and higher powers of z and p so that we have the

branching equation which may be written

(5.9)20c z2+ c11 zp co2p2 oCO1.

where omitted terms are of degree higher than the second

and whereIs the coefficient of znr.Cnm

By plotting the degree points on a rectangular

grid and joining the vertices as indicated in Chapter III

we have a Puiseux Polygon.

Let us now examine the several cases. First con-

sider a branching equation having two roots in the neigh-

borhood of the origin. For this it is necessary that

C20 X 0. This will occur provided that the integral equa-

tion contains a power term of the second degree. This

being so from the standpoint of the polygonal line there

are two types of Puiseux Polygons that can occur. Fig. 3

shows these types.



Fig. 3

In Type 12 we have a single effective set of points

and in Type 112 we have two effective sets. In order to

have Type 12 it is necessary that C210X Corn# 0,m

some positive integer; while C = 0 for all positive
ip

integral p < 2 . This situation gives rise to either two

real roots or two complex roots. For Type 112 it is ne-

cessary that 020 / 0, Com 0 and Clip 0 for some

positive integral p < 3. This gives two real roots.

For a branching equation having a triple root at

the origin we have essentially three types of polygonal

lines (Fig.4).

41



Type

42

Fig. 4

Type Is comes from a single effective set where

cso X 0, Com X 01 m some positive integer while

2m
Cop =Ciq =C2r =Oforp< m0q< andr< .

This gives 3 real or 1 real and 2 complex roots. In Type

113 we have three effective sets with , C X0,
.80 2r

CiqXO, Com X 0 0 <r<q<m while C = 00 s< q

and C2t = 0, t < r. This situation gives rise to three

real roots. In Type 1113 we have two effective sets

which result in either 3 real roots or 1 real and 2 com-

plex roots. In Type 1I13(a) we have 030 X 0, C2r X 0,

Corn X 0 0 < r < m, while C1S = 0 for s < and
2

C2t = 0, t < r. In Type 1113(b) we have C30 X 0,

(a) (b)



C /
q

0, Corn 0, 0 < q < m while C = 0 for s < q
i

and C2t = 0 for t < 2
2

Let us now apply the foregoing discussion to the

following nonlinear integral equation

(5.10) u(s)-3 1(1)stu(t)dt=f3(s2- 4s) + 11 t2U2(t)dt
0

Stlt2U tl
U t t+ ( ) (

2)d 1td
o o

It is readily verified that the homogeneous linear integ-

ral equation has a null solution u(s) = s for the kernel

K(s,t) = 3st.

Choose p( s) = s, q(t) = 3t and hence

(5.11) E(s,t) = K(s t)+3st = 6st.

Equation (5.10) may now be written

(5.12) u( )-Eu(t)= -zs+Pv( )+Clu2t+C2u(ti)u(t2)

where z = 3 jitu(t)dt and v(s) = s2 - s.

0

By equation (5.4) we have

(5.13) u(s) -zs+Pv(s)+H[-zt+Pv(t)]

+ Hiu2(t) + Hau(ti)u(t )

where H1 = -st2 and H2 = st1t2.

Let u(s)
W1 W2/

then (5.13) becomes

43



(5414) W+
W2

-zs413v(s)+H[-zti-Pv(t)]
1

H [W (t) W2(t)]2
1 1

H2t[wi(ti)+W2(tiMIN t 2)]1.
2

Equating power forms of like degree gives

W = [-zs413v(s)] H[-zt+Pv(t)]

(5.15)
H2W1(t1)W1(t2)

Ws = 21-11W1(t)W2(t) 4- H2[W1(t1)W2(t )

t2 )W2 ( t1

Performing the operations indicated and adding we find

(5.16)

(5.17)

33 ,1 -711+Ft 2u( s) = zs+P(s474-s)l'sk-T5 z2'717-r 560" '

s(Csoz 34-C21z2P+C 202+C003).

Multiply equation (5.16) by 3sds and integrate

over [0,1] and we get

4z z z z2 1 3 p2 c4-3
560 so

C21 z28 120 I- Co3P3

or

40-
45

1 .4. 3
30 ZI`' 560 v C30z3

C 2p + czp2 c

It is interesting to note that this branching equation

does not have a term in p to the first power since

44



3s is orthogonal to the coefficient of p,

the interval [0,1].

The polygonal line in Fig. 5 shows a single effec-

tive set resulting from the first three terms of the

right member of the branching equation (5.17).

(5.18)

This gives

and

(2,0) (3,0

Fig. 5

The two roots.may be found to a first approximation by

solving

-2 _2_,R2 = 0.
45 ' '304 560r

=
1

z2 = -.1213.

45

over

These values when substituted in equation (5.16) give two

approximate solutions of the nonlinear integral equation



5.10). We find these to be

u (s) = P(s

and

u2(s) = 13(52 s).

We turn now to the pendulum_problem. Assume that

a pendulum is swinging in a field of constant gravitation-

al acceleration; there is no friction; a sinusoidal force

is applied. We do not assume "smallness" of oscillation.

The standard differential equation of motion is then

d2x(5.19) + a2 sinx = p sin t
dt2

with the usual boundary conditions x(0) = x(r) = 0.

Integrating the equation twice and imposing the

given conditions the problem is transformed into the fol-

lowing nonlinear integral equation

(5.20) x(t) - J7K(t,r)sin x(r)dr = -p sin t.

This equation is of the Hammerstein type. The kernel is

given by the expression

a2t t < r

(5.21) K(t r) =
2a r (r_t,

) t r
Tr '

or

46



(5.22) K(t,r

(5.24)

(5.26)

2a2 sin nt sin nr
n2

n=1

2
E(t,r) = K(t,r) - F sin vt sin vr

and introduce it into equation (5.23). This gives

xs x5x - Ex = z sin vt-P sin t-K[Tir - +.

2 Fr
z = sin vrx(r)dr.7

0

47

Approximating sin x(r) by several terms of a power

series, equation (5.20) becomes

(5.23) x(t) - frK(t,r)x(r)dr = 4 sin t

x r
_ r K(t,r) s( ) x5(r)

31 5:

which is the type studied by Schmidt.

It can be shown that the eigenvalues for the kernel

K(t,r) occur at all integral values of a.

We now attempt to exhibit a general solution of

equation (5.23) where a = v, a positive integer. For a

given v, the homogeneous linear integral equation

x-Kx = 0 has a null solution. In accordance with

Schmidt's theory we construct a new kernel

(5.25)

where



where

then

(-5.28)

(5.30)

E(t,r) = 2v2

H (t,r;v)

Tr

He = K+HK.

2v2Since K(t r) is given by

m,
sin nt sin nr

n2
n=1

Where the symbol indicates the summation for all po-

sitive integers n except that one for n =

The resolvent kernel for E(t,r) is found to be

m,
(5.29) H(t,r;v) 2v2 V sin nt sin nr

7 L n2-V2
n=1

and since H' = K+HK we have

2v2 F sin vt sin vr
r L

v2

00

n=1

n=1

sin nt sin nr
n2

sin nt sin nr I
n2-v2

48

Now, the homogeneous integral equation x-Ex = 0

has only the trivial solution x(t) = 0. Introducing the

resolvent kernel H(t,r) in connection with Fredholm's

relation's transforms equation (5.25) into

(5.27) x = z(sin vt+H sin vr) - P(sin t+H sin r)



Let x(t) W iz
k

(t
which represents the first

k=1 ")

four power forms of a series solution in z and sin t,

be substituted in equation (5.27) which becomes

(5.31)

(5.32)

H sin r =

(5.33)

Let p =

1-v2

W +W +W = z(sin vti-H sin vr)
1 2 3 4

1 u,w
3= _ 11-1/v

3!

1
= - H'W2 W

2! 2

W = -H'W2W -- H'W5
1

5 2! 5!

Performing the operations indicated in the right

member of W1 noting that H sin vr = 0 and

V2
sin t, v X 1, we arrive at

= z sin vt + sin t.
v2-1

then we may write

-(sin t + H sin r)

T(
-11/12+Ws+W4)3 (1//11+1124"W34114)5

3! 5!

Equating integral power forms of like degree gives

W = z(sin vt+Hsin vr) - P(sin t+.1-1 sin r)

=0

(5.34) iN1 = z sin vt f31 sint,

49
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Raising to the third power in order to find

W we have
3

(5.35) W3 = z3sin3vt +
3z21

P sin2vt sin t

3zP2sin vt sin2t + P3sin3t

3 3 . 1 3
= z sin vt - -4 z sin 3vt4

2 z2P1[sin t - sin t cos 2vt]2

3 02[sin vt - sin vt cos 2t]
2

1
+ P3[3 sin t - sin 3t]4

3 3. 1 z3sin 3vt4 433
4- 7 z2P1sin t - -4 z2 Pisin(2v+1)t + 2 z23 sin(2v-1)t4

2 42sin vt- 2 02sin(v+2)t- 2 Ossin(v-2)t
2 4 1 4

3 1 3
747 Psin t - Pisin 3t

(4 z2p,+ P)sin t - Psin 3t

(2 zs+ 2 42)sin vt 1 zssin 3vt4 2 4

- 2z
-

P2sin(v-2)t- 3 z32sin(v+2)t
4 7133

z2131Sin(2V-1)t- 747 z2 Alsin(zv+i)t

1Since
W3 ! '= - H'Ws in addition to assuming

3 .1
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v X 1 we shall also assume v X 3. If v were equal to

3 this operation would have to be performed for that spe-

cific value rather than for the general value under con-

sideration. H' operating on sin 3t brings in the fac-

tor unless v has the value 3 in which case
32-v2

the factor becomes -L. Consequently, for the computa-

tion of each Wn' n < v we have obviously n X v.

(5.36) W3
= - !-1-HtW3 = _ liv2{(;z201314p)

3

I R3 sin 3t + (4 z34. 4 02) sin vt
4 ri 32-v2 1 v2

....,,.z3sin 3 vt 3
P2

sin(v-2)t
,, z

-t (3v)2_112 ,-1- 1(v_2)2_v2

3 02sin(v+2)t 3 2 Sill(2V-1)t
- 7 zpl - + z pi(v+2)2-v2 4 (2v-1)2-v2

3 2n sin(2v+1)t v 1,3
-21 z

(2v+1)2-v2

Similar to the remarks preceding the evaluation of

we assume that v 5.

(5.37) 1,15= _ ;TH1Ww3 Htw5

=Hltrz2sin2vt+20 sin vt sin t+P2sin2t][W3]32! L

1
H'tz5sin5vt+ 5z4P sin4vt sin t

5!

+ 10z3P 2sin3vt sin2t+10z2P3sin2vt sinst
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5zIsin vt sin4t+Psin t3

= - H't;.[ 2-z2cos 2vt+2zP1cos(v-1)t

2zP1cos(v+1)t+1-Pcos 2t][V113]3

z5sin vt -
5 z5sin 3vt + z5sin 5vt
16

z4P1sin t - z41P sin t cos 2vt

z4Pisin t cos 4vt + zsPsin vt

5217 zsP2sin 3vt - zsPsin vt cos 2f

z33sin 3vt cos 2t + z2Psin t

z2Psin 3t z2Psin t cos 2vt

15z2Psin 3t cos 2vt + 74TOisin Vt

5 zP4sin vt cos 2f + zPfsin vt cos 4t7

P,rsin t 11- P.?sin 3t + P.?sin 5t3

It can be shown that in the complete determination

of W5 we will have in addition to the same sine func-

tion as appear in Ws also sin(v+4)t, sin(2v+3)t,

sin(3v+2)t and sin(4v+l)f.

In anticipation of the application of the proce-

dure developed in Chapter II where the branching equation
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is derived by multiplying equation (2.19) by ql(s)ds

and integrating over [a,b], we will retain only those

terms in W containing sin vt. The reason for this

is in the interest of simplification of computation/

since in multiplying the series in z and sine functions

2
by T sin vt and integrating over [0, ] all terms

other than sin vt will vanish due to orthogonality. Al-

though the ultimate solution of the integral equation

(5.20) requires all the sine terms, the determination of

as a function of p_ is not affected by the above men-

tioned omission. Hence we may write

2 3z5+9z882-1-604 3 5-I-6z 2

(5.38) W = H'v
24 4v2 8v2

6z9 24.3zR4
z5 1

8(9v2-v2) 2(1-v2)

3Z3R2 3434
rl 1

4[(2V-1)2-1/2] 8[(v-2)2-V2]

3434
+ 1I sin vt

8[(v+2)2-v2]

+ H' 511- z5+ zsP.?-1- z }sin vt

+ terms in sin Ot, 0 v

The operator H' on sin vt acts as an identity operator

and consequently we have



(5.40) x(t) = {z

where C32

3,2 ,1

jy2

and C
14

ZP
, 81
-r Z-

4 64

, 3v2 3v2(= -r z3P2
4 1-V2 4[(2v-1)2-v23 4[(2v+1)2- 2] 1

32
15 3v2+(e- +

2(1-v2) 8[(v-2)2-v2]

3v2 )z341sin vt +
8E(v+2)2-v21 1

Multiplying both sides of equation (5.40) by 2, sin vt

and integrating over [0,Tr] the left member becomes z

and the right member reduces to just the terms in the

braces. After subtracting z from both members we have

the branching equation

0! alZ3
(5.41) 0 + z5 + C z3,132+ C

8 4 64 32 1 14041
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are constants as given by equation

(5.39) 1815=
815_15

+ + ",64 z 4

3v2

1-v2 4 (2v....1)2....v2]

15 3v2)z3P2+(
4[(2v+1)2-v2 1 2(1-v2)

3v2 3v2 )04 sin vt
8[(v-2 )2-v2] 8[(v+2)2-v2]

Summing W2' and replacing by x(t) we

have



(5.40).

From the nature of this problem, if power forms of

higher degree than
W5

Were used in approximating x(t)

they would have no effect an the current terms of equation

(5.41) but would add terms of higher degree than the fifth

in z and p As was shown in the construction of the

Puiseux diagram the additional terms would have no affect

on the determination of the fractional powers of pi in

the expansion of z except as is indicated in the follow-

ing paragraph.

Before continuing further it is necessary to show

the existence of a term in pv alone in equation (5.41).

We note that W. 0 for n = . Consequently

we wish to examine the terms containing Pv where v is

an odd positive integer. In generating the W's from the

basic
W1

the term containing Pv comes in as that ele-
'

ment of Wv which arises from Wv. It is the term

f3V
sin vt which comes from

P
sinvt = pnc sin t+Csin 3t Cvsin vt) where

the constant C's are determined from a trigonometric iden-

tity. For any odd n < v we have pn as a coefficient

of sine terms of odd multiples of t all of which are

55
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less than Vt. Due to orthogonality these terms all dis-

appear in the branching equation.

In approximating x(t) by a finite series of power

v-1

forms x(t) = E Wk we must therefore extend the approxi-

k=1

nation for x(t) to at least include WV.

We now show that ZS has a non-vanishing coeffi-

cient. From equation (5.35) we have

W3 = z3sin3vt +

= z3(2 sin vt - ir sin vt)
4

which is not identically zero for positive integral v.

From equation (5.36) we have

I /vie= 1 2,3 sin vt I sin 3 vt
-

3

- -6v4 )z +.. .1 1 v2 4 91)2-1/2

1= (- -43-,' sin vt + -
9--sin

3vt)z31-..-12

which is also not identically zero. Finally multiplying

2
by - sin vt and integrating over [0,Tr] gives

Z3
0.

A

At this point it should be noted that if v is an

even integer, say 2m, then to have a term in pi alone,

k an integer, in the branching equation it is necessary

that equation (5.40) contain the term Pk sin 2mt. This

is impossible, however, since the sine function is an odd



function and p sin t raised to an odd power will produce

arguments in odd multiples of t only. It follows then

that every term of the branching equation is a multiple

of z and hence a real solution is the trivial z = 0.

The other two roots can be shown to be imaginary.

Rewriting equation (5.41) and replacing p, with

P we have for v > 5 and odd
v2-1

(5.42)
C z P2 zP4zs zo2 81z5 14

4(v2-1)2 64 (v2-1)2 (V2-1)4

OVPv = 0

(v2-1)v

the omitted terms being of degree higher than the fifth.

We now construct the Puiseux diagram for equation

(5.42), (Fig.6).
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Our polygonal line consists of the two line segments,

Ci with j.j. = 1 and 02 with = v -2.

For a specific odd integral value v > 3 a real

solution of the branching equation is found to a first

approximation by using only the effective terms of line

segment C2, Fig. 6, that is

02
,

POV - 0,
4(V2-1)2 (V2-1)V

whence

40 Bv-2
132 [z-I-. ov'

I = 0
4(v2-1)2 (v2-1)v-2 j

hence

(5.43)

The two imaginary solutions to the branching equa-

tion are derived from the effective terms of line Cl,

Fig. 6, that is

Z3

4(v2-1)2
-o

whence

z2 4.T
2p2

I = o
(v2-1)2

hence

V -2
4C Pov

(V2-1)V-2
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(5.44)

and

(5.45

z 1
2 v2-1

z
isr27 (3

3 v2-1

Equation (5.43) together with equation (5.40) re-

presents a real solution to integral equation (5.20) for

an odd integer a = v > 3, while equations (5.44) and

(5.45) respectively together with equation (5.40) repre-

sent two imaginary solutions.

In the case v = 1 the real solution to the branch-

ing equation is found to be

1z = -2 Ni." - p

In the case v = 3 the branching equation is given by

o zs P2z 83
8 28 212.3

The three terms exhibited in the right member make up the

effective terms of the single segment Puiseux Polygon Fla.

7. Hence a real value

59

Fig. 7
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and two imaginary values for z are found by solving the

equation

R2, pt 3
z3 r " = 0

25 29-3

In the case tt an even integer it is noted that

z is a multiple of every term and hence the branching

equation is

or

23 z82

8 4(v2-1)2

where the omitted terms all contain the factor z and

are of degree higher than the fifth in z and p.

Clearly a real solution is z = 0. The remaining two

imaginary solutions are found to a first approximation

from

8 4(v2,1)2

473 ,z - v2-1

In conclusion we state that Schmidt's method

applied to non-linear integral equation (5.20) results

in three solutions, one real and two imaginary. First

approximations, (equations (5.43), (5.44) and (5.45)), to

the solutions of the branching equation (5.42) are found

by means of Puiseux's Polygon. These results combined

with equation (5.40) give the required solutions.

CZSP2 C 0481z 4. 82 - 14
64 (v2-1)2 (v2-1)4



VI. VARIATION ON THE PENDULUM EQUATION

Consider now the classical pendulum equation modi-

fied by replacing the forcing function with an exponen-

tial, Pet, that is

(6.1)
d2x
dt2

We operate in a manner similar to that of Chapter

V on equation (5.19) and deduce the following nonlinear

integral equation

(6.2)

where

(6.3)

and

(6.4)

or

(6,5)

x(t) =

a2sin x = p

t,r sin x(r)dr + pf(t)

2a2 sin n
K(t,r) n2

n=1

t sin nr

f(t) = et -

f(t) Z (-1)e-1 sin nt
iT n(l+n2)
n=1

The treatment of (6.2) parallels that of (5.20)_

and leads to

(6.6) W
1 +W2 +W8 +W4

= z(sin vt+H sin vr)
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e -1
t 1

Tr



(6.7)

P[f(t)+Hf(r)]

(W -1"W -1-W +IN )3 (Wii-W2-1,W3-1-W4)Ht{ 1 2 3 4
3! 5!

which is equivalent to equation (5.31). The power forms

resulting there from

W = z(sin vt+H sin vr) + P[f(t)+Hf(r)]

W2
=0

w 1 uto
3 3! "

1

WW2W2 = 0
2

12 1 5
= - -2- HIW1W3 -sT Ht Wi

are equivalent to equations (5.32).

Kernels E(t,r), H(t,r;v) and H'(t,r;v) are

as given by expressions (5.28), (5.29) and (5.30) respec-

tively.

Operating on f( r) we have

(6.8) Hf(r) = 2v2 I sin nt sin nr (-1)ne-1 .

Tr J Tr L. n(l+n2)
sulnrdr

o n= 2-vi n2
n=1

22 7 (-1)ne17-1 sin nt.VL n(n2+1)(n2..v2)
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Therefore

(6.9)

f(t)+Hf(r) = (-1)ne7-1sin nt+2v2
Tr n(n2+1)

n( ln)e(:;1...v2 sin nt.

n=1

n=1



where

(6.11)

Also let

(6.12)

We have then from equations (6.7)

(6.13) Wi = z sin vt + ph(n,v,t)

and to find
Ws

we need

(6.14) Ws = z3sin3vt+3z2ph sin2vt+3zp2h2sin vt+pshs,or

(6.15) vq= zssin vt - k zssin 3vt + 4z2Ph

- 4z2Ph cos vt + 3zP2h2sin vt + 08113.

On replacing h, equation (6.15) becomes

2' n2[(-1)11e7-1]. sin nt + 2 [(-1)ve7-1]51n vt.7
11=1 n(n2+1)(n2-v2)

IT V(V2+1)

Writing (6.9) in a more condensed notation we have

co

(6.10) f(t)+Hf(r)=a71112 q(n)sin nt 2 , l+g(v)sin vt E h(11,V,t)7 L n2_v2
n=1

g(n) _ (-1)ne7-1
n(n2+1)

p(n) n2q(n)
f12-V2

n=1

3 3 . 1 3 .

= T z sin 3vt

Co

3 '9 tz28= p(n)sin nt+g(v)sin vt]2 'Tr
n=1

co
3 2 2 '

- 5- E p(n)cos 2vt sin nt+g(v)sin vt cos 2vt2 7
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(6.16)
14131



+ 3zP

p3(7.4

00

+ 2 p(n)sin nt g(v)sin2vt+g2(v)sin3vt]
n=1

3 3
p ( n ) sin nt) +3( p(n)sin nt)2g(v)sin

n=1 n=1

('p(n)sin nt)2sin vt

n=1

00

+ 3(,) p(n)sin nt)g2(v)sin2vt

n=1

3
g (v)sin3vt]

Substituting this result for 1A1. in equation (6.7) and

performing the indicated operation we have

(6.17) w _ 1 Hie= 2_1 3zssin vt lzssin 3vt

9v2-v23! 1 3! 1 4 v2

3
+ 22 p(n)sin nt sin vt \I

2 .

-5 + g(v) ) j

n -v v22 2

+ S

Where the omitted terms are further terms in z2j3 also

02 and ps.

The computation becomes increasingly involved from

this point on and it will become apparent presently that

a first approximation for z will be in no way influenced

by the neglected terms.

Let us write the first few terms of an approximation

n=-1
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to x(t),

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

or

W +W
2
+W3+... = x(t)=z sin v +Ph(n,v,t)

1

1 s
- 7 z sin vt +

2Multiply equation (6.18) by sin vt and in-7

tegrate over [0 r] and we have

2B
z = z + g(

(6.22) z = 2

) _ 1 38 z

2 1
0 = Tr- g(v)P g Z3

where g(v) is clearly not zero and sin vt is not

orthogonal to h(n,v t) and hence the branching equa-

tion becomes
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(6.21) 0 = 2 [( I)vev-1] p 1 s- .

v(v2+1)
g

The two terms shown in the right member constitute an ef-

fective set of points and give a Puiseux diagram with a

single line segment extending from (3,0) to (0,1). All

neglected degree points from the branching equation would

be above the line segment.

We have then from equation (6.21) a first approxi-

mation (real) for z, that is

2[(..4)ver-_1]

vv(v2+1)



Substitution of (6.22) in equation (6a:0 gives

(6.23) x(t) = 2
8 21(-1)VeV-1] p1/3sin Vt

TrV ( v2+1)

n2[(-1)ne7-1] sin nt
7T Lj

n(n2+1)(n2-v2)
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n=1

an approximate solution to the nonlinear integral equa-

tion (6.2).

It should be noted that branching equation (6.21)

contains a term in p alone leading to the single effec-

tive set polygon of Type 13, Fig. 4. The conventional

pendulum equation (5.20) leads to a branching equation in

which the lowest power of p alone is By. For odd

integral v > 3 this gives rise to Type III3(b)

Puiseux Polygon.
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